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SERGEI PROKOFIEVʼS SPATIAL
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text by Kuzko Alexey; english version by Natalia Ochkova
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pavilion, 2018), photo - Ivan Kleymenov

Sergei Prokofiev (born in 1983) is a modern Russian artist, who lives and works in
Moscow.
n 2011 he graduated from the School of Contemporary Art Free Workshops and two
years later from the Institute of Contemporary Art.
From 2011 to 2016 Sergei was taking part in creating the artist-run space “This isn’t
here”, since 2016 he has been one of the creators of the artist-run space “Gallery
Elektrozavod”.

Some methods of “space design” were first mentioned at the
beginning of the 20th century, in the heyday of the avant-garde.

At that time, a number of new ways of using spatial structures in
art were discovered. Further on these ways laid the foundation for
Constructivism.

It is typical for the Constructivists to show that industrial
structures and materials are separate science and technology based
values. Their artistic philosophy urges to discover the
constructional base for new forms in art, create new material
culture for a new type of person.

Spatial structures are still of great importance in Contemporary
art.

Sergei Prokofiev’s works show that in Contemporary art in Russia
there is a tendency to take a new look at the traditional ways of
using spatial structures in art. Most of his works are created with
the help of fluorescent lamps, ABS and PLS plastics .

This article describes his art during the period from 2008 to 2018 and reviews the
connections of his art with established practices applied in work with special structures.

LIGHTING TECHNIQUES IN SERGEI
PROKOFIEV’S SPATIAL STRUCTURES

In his works Sergei Prokofiev attaches great importance to artistic practices aimed at
designing illuminated spatial structures that are created with the help of fluorescent
lamps and/or a laser ray.

We can see the artist’s first attempt to turn to such practices in his work BRAIN
PARASITE (2008). The work’s aim is to reconsider Sergei’s experience which he gained
while studying organosilicon thin films to obtain a doctorate and working at Khrunichev
State Research and Production Space Center between 2006 and 2007.

BRAIN PARASITE, Studio of Foundation of Vladimir Smirnov and Konstantin Sorokin, Moscow, 2015

BRAIN PARASITE is one of Sergei’s early works created at the time when he was still
developing as an artist, so it is rather experimental. However, it is the starting point for
a number of his works in which the artist focuses on studying the relationship between
society and light.

The name of the work is a metaphorical way of describing the day-to-day life of Sergei’s
colleagues, whose peculiar feature was a kepi that they always had on. In his point of
view their behavior resembled that of the characters from “Futurama” – a cartoon
created by Matt Groening. The characters were attacked by alien parasites who took
control over their will, thus they could go on existing, but had no critical thinking ability.

BRAIN PARASITE, Studio of Foundation of Vladimir Smirnov and Konstantin Sorokin, Moscow, 2015

«Every working day was like travelling back in time. Once you passed the entrance checkpoint
you were back in the 70’s. And the factory workers went out of their way to preserve such

atmosphere.

Still death found them. Between December 2006 and January 2007 on the floor where I was
working a lot of people started to die. Once a woman who sat in front of me began to cry, other
workers lifted her up quickly and took away. I have never seen her again. Before this happened
she had been absent for a long time, she must have been undergoing some treatment. After her

death another 3 or 4 people passed away. Factory workers passed away too and this caused
some incidents

«My shift started at 8 AM. I had to take bus at around 7 AM. In the bus there were from 15 to
20 men wearing black shoes, black trousers, black jackets, black caps and they all had black

cube looking bags. When I entered the bus they were looking at me.»

— Segei Prokofiev

BRAIN PARASITE, Studio of Foundation of Vladimir Smirnov and Konstantin Sorokin, Moscow, 2015

In 2015 BRAIN PARASITE was displayed at Seregei Prokofiev’s personal exhibition of
the same name in Foundation of Vladimir Smirnov and Konstantin Sorokin. 

BRAIN PARASITE, Studio of Foundation of Vladimir Smirnov and Konstantin Sorokin, Moscow, 2015

Along with “Braine Parasite” there was a video of the crash of the Proton-M, a launch
vehicle, displayed at the exhibition.

Everyone feared that the rocket would fall. It did in September 2007 and every employee
became silent and sort of bodiless, because there was an unofficial mourning for the rocket.

— Sergei Prokofiev

BRAIN PARASITE, Studio of Foundation of Vladimir Smirnov and Konstantin Sorokin, Moscow, 2015

The biomorphic graphic abstraction, which was created by the artist during his work at
the factory, is the last object displayed at the exhibition. Its frame is reflected by the
directed ray of the light projection.

Light is used as a medium to bring together the framed abstract composition - the
reminiscence of a natural temporality, triviality and everyday life experience - and the
exhibition space which is now perceived as a metaphor for industrial space, referring to
Prokofiev’s past experience of staying in such spaces.

The artists and theorists, who belonged to the avant-garde
movement of “Productivist art”, pointed to a high correlation
between industrial production and artistic practices of space
design, they used such terms as “construction”, “constructive” and
“constructional” in their public statements and in their works
incorporating these terms in the language of art.

For instance, Boris Arvatov, a critic and active participant of the
Left Front of the Arts, in his works points to the fact, that the
artists of his time who work at the age of “the revolution of a thing,
produced by large industry” face new tasks.

He criticizes the logic of “a bourgeois self-centered artist who
turned his back on the machine” and “came to hate the modern age
and saw nothing in it but “cruelty”, Arvatov insists on “a revolution
among those who define aesthetic sense”, this revolution must
involve “setting before humanity a task of the overall
collectivization of society.”

Sergei Prokofiev works closely with industrial themes, however his
art doesn’t serve the radical modernist ideas and it doesn’t
detachedly aestheticize experience of staying in industrial space,
rather it intends to bring out the features of the interpersonal relationships in such
spaces in postindustrial (“post-collective”) time.

Speaking in terms of artistic production, the 2014 exhibition MILD LIGHT (set up
together with an artist Alexei Garikovich) is worth mentioning. Along with other works,
it showcased Prokofiev’s light structures BLOCK (2011), MILD LIGHT (2012), SMART
BOMB (2013).

MILD LIGHT, Parallel program of Manifesta 10, First Cadet School, St. Petersburg, 2014

The exhibition can be interpreted as a designed situation in the space. The artists
creates a narrative about human and human things, which touches upon every art
object at the exhibition. 

«You can see the art object after you’ve learned its name, thus you can compare what you see
with what you had in mind when you learned the name. The map showing how the objects are
arranged looks like a neural network. 

One by one the works exhibited are imprinted on a visitor’s
eye retina.

PHARMACY is the simplification of faith, which is diverse.
Humans need faith.

BLOCK is authority, obedience and fragile stability.

Suffering Ego contemplating is time stealing one’s life in
cycles.

Cloud is a static inability.

MILD LIGHT shows us “two-in-one”: a still picture of coming into the
world and a still picture of leaving it. Earth is mother. A static state
between breaking up and coming into being.” - Sergei Prokofiev

«...Human is a mild light. Born in a pocket in the light of a switched-off
flashlight, on the curve of the station square, he lost count.

Blinded by a beam of black bag and an obedient avenue with barriers set
along it, through the arched ceiling of the sky, he is listening to the
beating of his forehead against the horizontal skyscraper of crowd."-
Alexei Garikovich

But one of his most often exhibited spatial structures, BLOCK, arouses particular
interest.

The configuration of this work, which was created with the help of fluorescent lamps,
refers to crowd control barriers used in public and crowded places. 

BLOCK, fluorescent lamps, 2011

«Power and limits lie in our inner and outer world: both their reality and illusiveness, their
inviolability and fragility. Mercury vapor is a poison emitting light.

The state has the monopoly on violence for the purpose of law and order maintenance.
The measurements of the barriers that were erected during the first demonstration of

December 2011 at Chistye Prudy were used in creation of the object (scale 1:1)»

— Sergei Prokofiev

While belonging to relatively early artist’s works, BLOCK is of extreme importance for
understanding his method of working with exhibition space as a special “political
landscape”.

One of the earliest Prokofiev’s works, who at that moment was conceptualizing his
practice unconsciously, which defines the optics of working with political space is the
object PLAY BEHAVIOR (2012).

«This object is devoted to Pussy Riot. These three girls were put behind
bars. The X is dominating, though it belongs to the same playing area

with the Os. Everybody holds each other hostage, and the question of

who the victor is remains open.»

The artist’s work is gradually transforming: from creating light
objects, which were then incorporated into the exhibition situation,
he makes a shift to building the space directly by means of light.

BEAMS, triptych,steel, acryl, 30x30x10cm. 2014

For instance, the triptych BEAMS (2014) shows us a dialogue of some kind between the
artist and the medium of light itself in form of a series of unanswered questions that the
author put to the work explication.

The questions raised by Prokofiev rather relate to the field of material-semiotic research
approaches of the actor-network theory of Bruno Latour and others. However, for the
sake of a critical analysis of BEAMS it would be worthwhile to apply the equally relevant
system of Jacques Rancière’s theoretical views concerning the "technological turn” of
aesthetics and its impact on the art.

In the article “What medium can mean” he writes about “the idea of mediality as a way
of “linking three things: a technological apparatus, an idea of art and the formation of a
specific sensible milieu.”

“What if you anthropomorphize a light bulb? Is it possible
that the light of consciousness emerges in a vacuum inside

its glass? What if you liken the phrases written inside the
lamps to the worldview that one acquires as a child?”

Rancière defines the “technological turn” as
multiplication of tools that allow the art to be free from
its goals and stay face-to-face with its materials and
tools.

“Would the bulbs agree with these statements and how would they feel
about being stuck in the bodies that can be manipulated by someone else

meaning that their worldview is manipulated as well? What may they
think of that “someone else”?”

The "technological turn” of aesthetics also implies inclusion of art
operations into the global technological process that dissolves the
specifics of art.

“Would a philosophical debate be possible between these
neighbors, that “see” each other? Could one of the opponents
convince the others it’s only his descriptive model of life that

istrue and not anybody else’s?”

Finally, Rancière concludes that the "technological
turn” of aesthetics is the same with “multiplying the
means by which different technologies are
indifferenciated and lend themselves to realizing an
idea of art as despecification.”

One cannot fail to note that the spatial configuration of this work, its formal solution,
and to a certain degree the very approach of Prokofiev to the work with the medium
recall Dan Flavin’s “Icons” – the first mature series of the classic of minimalism, which
he began in 1961. 

His entire art is based on the idea that one of the most effective ways to construct space
is by means of light.

Flavin’s “Icon”, dedicated to his deceased twin brother David, was
first exhibited at his first one-person exhibition at the Judson
Gallery (New York).

The artist himself said that, unlike the Byzantine icons, his “faces”
are “dumb – anonymous and inglorious ...”.

As written in his autobiography, beginning with this series, art
ceases to be an expressive practice for him - his objects are
addressed not to the dramatic, but to the non-emotional aesthetic
impact on the viewer.

The importance of Prokofiev’s dialogue with Flavin’s
heritage is also indicated by the creation of ICON
(2012) - a steel structure sized 180 × 230 cm.

“This is a feminine word, hence the form: maternal curves
and maternal warmth, in the bosom of which we often want

to return. But there is no way you could stay there long: 4
kW of light and heat do their part and make you return to

the reality. When you are inside, nothing can be hidden,
everything gets highlighted - every tiniest feature.”

Here is to note that the political aspect of many Prokofiev’s works is of particular
importance.

While constructivism was closely connected to the idea of establishing a new society,
among American minimalists only those issues were raised that were directly related to
the established tradition of modernist art, and political issues were ignored completely.

“What worries me now is the concept of internal lack of freedom. I want to express my
anxiousness in the language of light installation "

- Sergei Prokofiev

SMART BOMB, Fluorescent lamps, 2013

SMART BOMB (2013) is an example of working with a
light construction that recreates the political landscape
in the exhibition space.

This construction of fluorescent lamps 120×120x250
cm in size should be treated together with BLOCK.

«“Tools simplify a person to a bare function, they are
instruments of labor, but they are murder weapons as well.

SMART BOMB is BLOCK in its active phase. It is named
beautiful as a murder weapon of a function-person - Sergei

Prokofiev.

The most famous and most extensive series of Flavin
is “Monuments” (dedicated to Tatlin), which he designed 
for 26 years.

The first of 39  “Monuments to Vladimir Tatlin”, inspired by his
Ambitious but not realized constructivist project “Tower of the
Third International” (1920), designed to support Lenin’s plan for
monumental propaganda, was the design of Flavins white  
fluorescent tubes, made in the form of floating towers.

Over time, fluorescent tubes undergo technical degradation,
i.e. gradually fade away and fade away. 
In a situation where the work of art to a greater degree
is not the object itself, but its ability to influence the surrounding space,
the extinction of Flavin's works also indicates the general
movement of the entire material world towards entropy and 
decay.

Robert Smithson noted that “Flavin fluorescents prevent prolonged viewing. In the 
end, there is nothing to see ”,“ such nullification recreates Malevich’s “objectless 
world”, where there are no more “similarities to reality, idealistic images, nothing but 
a desert”.

Among Sergei Prokofiev’s practices that he applies, pursuing the dematerialization of
art objects a series of projects named PLACE (it was conducted between 2013 and 2016)
is worth mentioning.

PLACE#1, green, blue, red lasers, sizes range. 2013

The project, that starts the series, is called PLACE #1 (2013), it demonstrates a red,
green and blue laser ray overlapping each other. 

The lasers are arranged in such a way that the imprint of the
afterglow of their rays on the viewer’s eye retina visually creates a
volume closed in a conical shape.

Thus the intrusion of an intangible light structure in space into the
viewer’s visual experience. 

PLACE#1 is a place where the ways of perception are
drastically changed due to new technical capabilities. 

It draws the border of pure human things: the border of
perception, the border of cognition, the border between
human and environment. 

The structures Prokofiev used while creating PLACE #2 (2015) are physically present
in the illuminated exhibition space only as a supporting metal framework.

When there is no illumination, you can see in the exhibition space
new structures, which outline the furniture and a figure of a
human lying on the floor.

All spatial structures a created with the help of a blue laser and
connected with each other through a line.

The linear character of the work allows interpreting it as a
different type of structure namely as light spatial graphics.

«A person can fight entropy for some time and even push it
back, but powers are running out and chaos is prevailing.
Every piece of furniture is situated in once clean and light
space. Consciousness binds them together and draws the
line till the end.» – Sergei Prokofiev 

The same motifs can be seen in the next work PLACE#3 (2016). In the wood, the artist
crates a structure in the shape of a cube of side 400 cm.

The contours of the object reveal a small house with a window and a door. Inside the
house, there are interior design items and furniture such as a table, a hair, a sofa and a
laptop.

In his project BREATHING ROOM Antony Gormley, a member of
New British Sculpture, shows us “an attempt to create a three-
dimensional drawing in space that is both a diagram and a thing. 

While creating his works Gormely just like Flavin uses industrial
materials. However, whereas many of Flavin’s practices were aimed
at creating a situation in space by means of constructing ready-
made objects, Gormely experiments with different alloy cast irons,
forms of steel joists and frame structures.

The exhibition space is divided by fractals of squares, made from
aluminum tubes 25 mm thick, and thus forms a mandala-like
structure. The structure distinguishes seven new space-frames
that the artist sees an instrument, “which allow the viewers to become the viewed.”

The volume outlined by the frame remains constant whilst being extended, in each case,
on a different axis.

The object hovers between being architecture and being an image
of architecture. It is a contained object in a defined internal space.

In the installation of BREATHING ROOM, all electrical lights were
removed and the frames were painted with two layers of
phosphorescent paint that absorbed light during the day and
emitted it at night. In its night state, the work assumes an unstable
position between the virtual and the real.

Thus, one come to understand the synergy of space, time and
human, all works created in recent years the artist focuses on
phenomena of energy systems, fields and vectors.

Sergei Prokofiev. «Volume in space». 2015 photo - Marina Ragozina

In his work VOLUME IN SPACE (18-19 July 2015) Sergei Prokofiev uses a directed blue
laser ray that crosses the field and reaches a light sensor, set on the border of the copse.

With the help of the code on the arduino controller, the
data this sensor shows are converted into sound with a
frequency of 17 – 120 Hz.

The level of frequency depends on how bright the laser
ray is.

Through a loud-speaker the sound fills the whole copse.

This kind of art starts to work as soon as you move in its direction, since
it is (even if through its realization potential) not in the institutional
space, but in the same space with you. And what else is interesting, in
this case the distance is not important, the art begins to appear in the
things that are beyond your background. The object is like a small
crystal that is dipped into a cooled supersaturated solution, which
results in an instant crystallization of the entire volume.
- Sergei Prokofiev

There is a different spectrum of artistic practices can be seen in the “institutional” white
cube in the gallery “Elektrozavod”.

For an instance, Sergei Prokofiev’s exhibition project IMAGE OF THE WORLD in the
single space collects all his practices of working with light structures, constructional
sculptures and spatial graphics. 

IMAGE OF THE WOLD, Elektrozavod gallery, Moscow, 2017

At this personal one-day exhibition, the artist presented a number of his graphic works,
which were projected on the walls of the gallery, and an illuminated installation
FUNCTION LIGHT, which consists of fluorescent lamps situated in the center of the
exhibition place.

During the exhibition the artist dismantled this object
and put it beyond the exhibition space. This completely
changed the focus of the viewer’s perception,
emancipated it and transformed the passive state of
contemplating into the active state of co-designing.

The absence of the light structure caused the
“afterglow” effect of the Place. Thus the process of space
designing started by the artist now occurs only in the
viewer’s eyes rather than in physical space.

According to the book “The Emancipated Spectator” by Jacques
Rancière “even when the dramatist or the performer is not aware
of what he wants from the spectator, he at least knows one thing:
the spectator has to do something – to move from passivity to
activity.”

Brining the spectator into an active state is opposed to false
consciousness, it is presented as an embodiment of art as the
essence of real life. 

Overcoming the opposition of active and passive vision requires a
clash of modes of feeling.

We see the satisfaction of this requirement in Prokofiev’s personal exhibition which is
the third part of the art project EXPEDITION-17 (September 16, 2017), for the spatial
solution of which the artist resorts to the use of a directional beam of light dividing the
base of the exhibition space into two parts.

EXPEDITION 17 / part three, Elektrozavod gallery, Moscow, 2017

During a ten-day expedition in Altay Krai in April 2017 the artist set up a performance
on a highly toxic lake poisoned with waste processing of ores in the middle of a tailing
dump.

Besides the tension between the center and the outskirts,
tension also arises between freedom and will, between the

political and the natural landscape. There is a desire to
reset the politicization of the landscape and with some

symbolic action take it as your own for some time. However,
the landscape itself can safely do without you and it is

impossible somehow to change this.

During the expedition to the border region of the Altay Krai,
I often came across the politicization of the landscape that
was restrictive in some ways. I decided to buy a ribbon in

Kazakhstan, tie it to an arrow and shoot the arrow in
Russia in order to symbolically reset the politicization of the

landscape.

That is why it would be worthwhile to consider the documentation of Sergei Prokofiev’s
performance presented at the exhibition as an experiment aimed at transferring this
experience from the original context of the natural landscape into once industrial space,
as blending the features if these spaces. 

This is how the division, the overcoming “the reset” of the place where art is
implemented occurs, how the borders between the exhibition space and the open space
are eliminated.

The exhibition space is divided by the projection of Prokofiev’s
single-use border pass.

The pass allows staying in the border territory. However,
Prokofiev’s pass was filled up incorrectly and thus was invalid.

The light begins to act as a barrier for recreating the landscape
overloaded with weak and optional barrier structures.

The drawing-map created by Sergei Prokofiev during
the interrogation by a border guard serves as a kind of
connecting element between the space of Altay Krai and
the exhibition space.

Opposite to the documentation of the experience of eliminating
boundaries, the interrogation of the artist by the border guard is
projected.

According to Rancière, the politics of aesthetics is meta-politics.

Prokofiev, in his desire to nullify the politicization of the landscape,
not only brings it to the extreme, but also sets the possibility for a
conceptual analysis of the phenomenon of power.

PLASTIC SPATIAL STRUCTURES IN SERGEI
PROKOFIEV’S ART

HELL NAMED AFTER SERGEI PROKOFIEV, Elektrozavod gallery, Moscow, 2017

In Sergei Prokofiev’s art, the FDM printing method (Fused deposition modeling, also 3D
printing) using manual extrusion of ABS and PLA plastics (i.e. using a 3D pen) plays a
significant role.

Rapid prototyping, i.e. using a 3D printer, in many ways requires working at the
junction of structural sculpture and post-internet art discourses..

HELL NAMED AFTER SERGEI PROKOFIEV, Elektrozavod gallery, Moscow, 2017

Since 2015 the artist has created a series of structures, which have
later been assembled into a unified installation as part of his one-
person exhibition “Hell n. a. Sergei Prokofiev” (June 29 - July 6,
2017, Gallery Elektrozavod). These objects depict the Donetsk
airport group of buildings. 

Although he process of 3D printing is also called rapid
prototyping, one of the special features of Sergei
Prokofiev’s works is high time consumption of manual
form design in space.

Objects created using manual plastic extrusion contain
obvious features of a structural sculpture.

In the beginning of 2015, I started to experiment with a 3D pen. This was directly related to
the ruble exchange rate collapse and Boris Nemtsov assassination. I could not afford working

with large forms, and my general condition was like "everything is fucked up." I felt fatigue, but
for some reason it served as fuel for work. At the same time, I craved for large-scale and

intangible works.

“I wanted them to be like a crystal thrown into a supersaturated solution: a single particle
instantly changes the entire structure. I wanted the technology to be important, though

invisible on the one hand and concentrated on the other. A combination of the literal nature of
the work and its name should have separated an object or phenomenon from the other world
and make it vibrate. It became clear that the visual language of a 3D pen is drawn towards
natural forms. Donetsk Airport named after Sergei Prokofiev caught my attention with its

visuality.”

The new terminal was built of steel and glass. After the fighting, it turned into a skeleton.
There were melted parts of aircrafts, crumpled pieces of plastic, stainless steel cladding

everywhere.

The airport turned from an architectural object to a lurid monument. For me art is a form of
protest. It seems to be a protest against the world as given.

Its inhabitants, miniature (14-22 cm) objects of the DONETSK
AIRPORT RESIDENT series, created in 2016 using ABS plastic,
elaborate and enlarge the Hell.

Being excluded from nature people began to build one of their own
hoping to find harmony there, still, the feeling of collapse never left us. 

Modern media are awash with images of new hell. These are the ruins of
a megapolis, which is logical as it evolved from the past concepts of hell.
In the Scandinavian mythology hell is cold, the biblical hell is hot. These
diametrically opposite concepts of “the worst places ever existing” depict
peoples’ fear of forces of nature. Today this has been replaced with the
fear of modern megapolis being deprived of its civilizing function. In
2017, this layout is even more realistic than the source material, that
has passed through a media grinder, being almost taken apart for
scrap. The front line still lies in the airport zone.

The objects of the LIFEFORMs series (2017), which consists of
miniature structural sculptures, were also created using FDM printing with a manual
extruder, but at that time Prokofiev switched to PLA plastic.

In comparison to the HELL NAMED AFTER SERGEI PROKOFIEV series, the
performance has been improved significantly; the artist has turned to more plastic
forms.

Object from LIFEFORMS series, 2017-2018. 3D pen, PLA plastic.

Prokofiev designed two parallel coexisting speculative spaces - the space of HELL and
the space of LIFEFORMS.

The works of the LIFEFORMS series should be viewed rather as a
romantic gesture of returning to the manual design of spatial
forms, freeing from associations with work practices using the
newest media; as a entry point of a kind back to the material and
work creation tool.

LIFEFORM # 6 gets the plastic literally animated: it
moves from the slightest stirring in the air. We can
observe an interaction between the ideal, sterile, zeroed
world - the world of “life forms”, - and the surrounding
reality.

The LIFEFORMS series is an experimental one, therefore, the absence of a strict
conceptual coherence between the works included in it should be considered quite
acceptable.

The objects are to a certain degree materialization of metaphorical biological structures.

LIFEFORM#3, 2017-2018. 3D pen, PLA plastic.

The works do not have features of a self-portrait, still, any work is influenced by author’s
the inner state. Thus, they should be concidered as a certain kind of communication
between the art and a person. 

The main artist’s question is as follows: what changes in the world when another human
form appears

Obviously, we can notice Anthony Gormley’s interest to the same
topic. The artist, who often uses his own body as a material and
tool for space design, sets the primary focus of his artistic work to
the human body and its relation to the society nature, space and
time.

The Quantum Cloud disposed on the Greenwich peninsula in
London is one of the artist’s most monumental works.

At 30-meters high, this construction was created of a variety of
1.5 m long tetrahedral units made of steel, arranged using a
computer model with a random walk algorithm.

The random walk algorithm is a mathematical model that
describes absolutely random (i.e. happening independently both of
each other and the time) changes that are interpreted and
presented as steps at discrete moments of time.

The idea for Quantum Cloud came during a
conversation between Gormley, writer David Pitt and
Basil Hiley, quantum physicist, who commented on the
concept of pre-space as a mathematical structure
connecting space-time and matter and said that
“аlgebra — is the relationship of relationships”.

The artist has chosen a point on the surface of an
enlarged figure based on his body, starting from which
the residual outlines of the sculpture were simulated
using the algorithm. These were then used as a model
for the realization of the work in the real life.

This lets us understand Gormley’s gesture as an
attempt to metaphorically describe the interdependence
of his own body and the entire space that surrounds
and pervades it.

Prokofiev instead, in creating anthropomorphic FORMS OF LIFE, sets the the human
figure as an intermediate link in the development of matter.

He is skeptical of such meta-narratives such as historical progress, cognizability of the
world by scientific means or possibility of an absolute freedom.

A post-contemporary person is no longer in the center of the Copernican cosmos and
the Darwinian animal kingdom. They has no power over the animal within, and from a
number of perspectives of modern philosophy, does not have a monopoly on spirit, as
demonstrated by modern technologies. A person is just a form of life.

LIFEFORM#3

While a modernist artist organized his space and time in historical discourse, the
current state of art and aesthetics requires managing different times and information
flows simultaneously by synthesizing them.

Modern art in its classical form looks back into the past, whereas contemporary artists
increasingly prioritize the search for alternative modes of art, the rejection of objectivity
and the use of newest media. Apparently, that is the way they feel future aesthetics.

As the result we observe a way of stagnation in a place out of time and space, where
nothing happens. It is the infinity of constantly added complexity, which appears to be
the inability to complete anything and hence distinguishment of subtle differences and
increased complexity.

The transformation of spatial constructions is closely connected to
the global tendency of art dematerialization and rethinking of its
relation to the space and the audience.

The artist is constantly switching between different aspects of work
with spatial structures – from use of large-scale metal structures
(WINDFALL, 2014) to intangible “volumes in space” created by the
fluorescent lamp light or a laser beam.

Speaking of the latter, the artist's impact on the viewer’s visual
experience plays an especially important role: new spatial
structures (“places” or “volumes”) are constructed in the eyes of the
observer, changing his perception of the surrounding landscape.

Among the main distinct features
of his work, it is necessary to
highlight the tendency to
returning and rethinking of a wide
range of artistic practices directly
related to designing of space. The artist addresses the
achievements of constructivism, literalism, minimalism
and structural sculpture.

It is worth noting Sergei Prokofiev’s particular attention to existential problematics, the
concept of internal lack of freedom, which was out of the 20th century artists’ field of
issues, although their work involved space design as well.

His art is characterized by appealing to political issues, the idea of political landscape.

Currently, the artist is increasingly turning to performativity, and his method is
transforming from creating situations inside the exhibition space to designing a space-
situation of permanent rethinking of the relationship between the object of art, the place
of its realization and the individual.

SPLAV1.0, Elektrozavod gallery, Moscow, 2018

This place is special. It is human space. There is no such place in reality, because there is no

borderline that would separate it from the surrounding landscape. 

It exists strictly in your mind.

There are things, which you have no
idea of what to do with. Their purpose
is abstruse, just the visual is available
and you aestheticize it, giving them the
meaning.
You are trying to build something of
your own free from any authorities, in
a vacuum.
It seems that being not capable of
holding a conversation with outer
world as normal people do, I do it by
the means of art.
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